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Places in the shade
[Sun sails from CARAVITA®]
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Between heaven and earth 
          Caravita® sun sails give summer days a particular flair. The airy cloths float  
apparently weightlessly in the blue sky. They turn summer heat magically into  
                            pleasant warmth and create a soft light full of atmosphere.
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Use sails and set standards

Caravita® sun sails are creative sun shades – imaginative  

architecture for the house and garden. Whether free-standing or 

attached to the house – Caravita® sun sails captivate with their 

individuality and diversity. The floating materials provide gene-

rous shaded areas, comfortably absorb intense sunlight and also 

protect against wind and rain. On long summer evenings a  

Caravita® sun sail keeps the cool air from above away for a 

while. 

Caravita® sun sails are available in many shapes, sizes and 

colours and, if desired, can be made according to your individual 

specifications.

The crowning glory – decorative 
tips adorn the masts.  

For forms see page 16. 

Dreamy outdoor sitting area – Caravita® sun sails 
can be integrated harmonically in every ambience. 

A dash of colour on the house, 
either hanging loose or put up 
taut – Caravita® sun sails are 

sun shades and design elements 
in one. 

Standard forms: isosceles triangles,  
equilateral triangles, squares, trapazoids.  
For sizes see page 14.   

Refreshingly cool during the day, pleasant 
warmth in the late evening – the sail- 
covered terrace can be used intensively 
from spring to autumn.

We can also make your  

sail to measure!  

See page �8.
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Caravita® sun sails – the versatile summer roofs

When the sun is at its most powerful in 

summer, you can create shaded oases with 

Caravita® sun sails. Over the swimming 

pool, the children’s play area or the car 

parking area the airy summer roofs can 

be installed quickly and, depending on 

how you put up your sun sail, provide sun 

protection, rain protection, wind protection 

and visual cover. The high-grade cloths are 

weatherproof and can be kept up  

without further ado from spring to  

autumn. In winter, when the power of the 

sun is welcome, Caravita® sun sails are 

quickly dismantled and make space for 

light and heat. 

Protective shade at the play area: 
98% of the UV radiation is absorbed 

by the sun sail. 

Anywhere where additional 
shade is desired in summer 
sun sails are an ideal, flexible 
solution. 

Welcome – the sun sail above the entrance area is an 
attractive facade design and shade in one.
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The snappy “Butterfly” captivates  
with its interesting look. 

The colourful Butterflies are available 
in many different colours. You will 

find the colour range in the envelope 
at the back of the catalogue. 

Free like a “Butterfly”, the mobile sun sail

Enjoy the summer where it is the nicest. 

Whether a picnic out in a park or the coun-

tryside, a garden party or man-made lake 

– the shade of the mobile “Butterfly” will 

follow you everywhere. The free-standing 

“Butterfly” sun sail is available in two versi-

ons as a set which is ready for setup: 

The set for mobile use  

consists of light, compact accessories. It is 

easy to transport and can be set up in no 

time. It is put up via two collapsible steel 

bars and four ground anchors with ten-

sioning ropes. The versatile “Butterfly” is 

available in eight different sizes from the 

small solution for the open air pool up to 

the 6 x 6 m large shade for the big table in 

the garden. 

The set for permanent installation 

Thanks to the high-grade weatherproof 

cloth materials, “Butterfly” is also ideal-

ly suitable as a fixed installation. The set 

contains as accessories two long and two 

short masts, ground sleeves and the parts 

for bracing. 

Set for mobile use 
- 1 Butterfly sun sail 

-  Three-part zinc-coated steel bars split in 
three for putting them together,  
3 m long, 2 pieces 

- Ground anchors, 4 pieces 

- Tensioning ropes, 4 pieces 

Set for permanent  
installation 
- Butterfly sun sail 

- Masts 3 m, 2 pieces

- Masts 50 cm, 2 pieces

- Ground sleeves, 4 pieces

Masts and ground sleeves available either 
in aluminium or stainless steel 

- Turnbuckles, 4 pieces
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Quality and a perfect look for many years

Caravita®  sun sails are absolutely wea-

therproof and highly resilient. The extra-

strong acrylic marquee cloth – one of the 

best outdoor textiles around – consists of 

a long-life, colour-fast special fibre. Even 

after years the cloth looks just as good as 

on the first day.

The unique “Cleanguard” waterproofing 

makes the sun sail particularly weather-

proof. Even dirt and dust are largely 

repelled thanks to the specially treated 

surface. 

Masts and accessories made of non- 

corrosive stainless steel or aluminium un-

derline the valuable appearance of the sail 

and the particular quality requirements of 

Caravita®. Quality you can rely on –  

a 5 year guarantee is the best proof of this

High-grade materials and  
perfect processing characterise 
the exclusive look and guaran-
tee a long life span.

Stability thanks to special processing

Extremely resilient: the sail edges are double-seamed and secured 

with extra-strong webbing inside the seam. In the corners steel 

rings are inserted in this webbing for fixation (see picture below). 

Additional reinforcements are no longer necessary. The webbing 

absorbs the force in the corners and distributes this all around to the 

side edges. This gives ideal distribution of tractive force on the entire 

sail without there being the risk of the corners tearing. In the side 

edges as many eyelets as desired with a diameter of 10 mm can also 

be used.
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The stainless steel ground sleeves for the 

masts are firmly encased in concrete in 

the ground. They are at ground level, so 

do not disturb and are protected against 

contamination by hinged lids.

1 2 3

It does not matter if you install your sun sail 

only for drinking coffee in the afternoon or 

permanently for the entire summer season: 

when the ground sleeves have been put in 

place, the assembly and disassembly is quick 

and simple.

The masts are inserted simply in the  

ground sleeves.

For putting up the sail only a few attach-

ment points are necessary. Thanks to 

turnbuckle and rope rolls, only minimum 

expenditure of energy is required and it is 

also piece of cake for any women.

A few minutes is enough...
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Standard sail forms 

Triangular, equilateral
All side edges with channelling. Corners 
with semi-circular rings made of stainless 
steel. Ideal as free-standing sail with three 
masts or to be stretched from a wall. 

Dimensions from 250 to 700 cm side 
edge. 

Triangular, isosceles
Base line straight with an additional 
attachment point in the middle. Side with 
channelling. Corners with semicircular 
rings made of stainless steel. Ideal for 
stretching from a wall. 

Dimensions from 250 x 200 cm  
(base line x height) to 300 x 500 cm. 

Trapezoid 
Base line straight with an additional 
attachment point in the middle. Side and 
front line with channelling. Corners with 
semicircular rings made of stainless steel. 
Ideal for stretching from a wall. 

Dimensions from 300 x 200 cm  
(base line x height) to 500 x 400 cm. 

Setup versions

You can purchase all standard sail forms in many finely graduated 
sizes. For dimensions see price list.

Whether sun or wind protection or visual cover: a CARAVITA® sun sail offers 
many interesting possibilities!

We can also make your 

sail to measure!  

See page �8. 

Square
Side edges with channelling. Corners with 
semicircular rings made of stainless steel. 
Ideal for stretching from a house wall 
with two masts or free-standing with four 
masts. Dimensions from 250 to 600 cm 
side edge. 

Butterfly, free-standing sun sail  
as complete set
Square sail for putting up in Butterfly 
form. Not suitable for putting up flat. 
Available as a set for mobile use or as a 
set for permanent installation.  
(For description and photo see page 8/9.)

Terrace and façade shade

Square sail over  
courtyard

Triangular sail as sun 
and rain protection 
over house entrance or 
terrace 

Sail consisting of 
two rhombuses

Sail as visual cover on 
the balcony

Free-standing butterfly

Triangular sail over paddling 
pool

Sun, wind protection 
and visual cover at the 
pool. Triangular sail 
combination

Roof gable consisting 
of a rectangular sail

Pavilion consisting of 
several triangular sails

Trapezoid sun sail as terrace 
shade 

Sail as shade for a 
glazed façade

Triangular sail 
combination

Vertically-put up sail as visual cover

Pavilion consisting of  
a hexagonal sun sail

Base line

Base line

Front line
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The snap hooks are used as an intermediate 
piece between pole/wall holder and sun sail. 
To put up the sail perfectly,you should attach 
a turnbuckle or a rope roll on at least one 
attachment point of the sun sail.

Attachment using snap hooks

Accessories

Decorative tips as end for the 
poles. In the following versions:

Stainless steel 
Surface ground (k240). 
Aluminium  
Anodised silver, coated white or 
slate grey (without illustration)

Available forms: 
Ball
Onion
Long tip
Short tip
Flat cover

Tips

We make the poles according to your 
individual specifications. The pipes 
cut according to the desired size are 
supplemented by one or more eye 
bolts for the connection of turnbuck-
les, snap hooks or rope rolls. Also, if 
necessary, a rope cleat made of plastic 
or stainless steel for winding up the 
pull rope.

 
Stainless steel poles

ø 57 mm, 2 mm wall thickness, 
surface ground (k240). 
 

Aluminium poles

Anodised silver, coated white or slate 
grey. ø 50 mm, 3 mm wall thickness. 
The wall thickness can be reinforced if 
desired with an internal steel tube (for 
greater load bearing capacity).

Poles 

Made of stainless steel, for 
stainless steel poles, eye 
bolts M8

Zinc-coated, for aluminium 
poles, M6

Eye bolt

Please obtain fixing 
material for wall instal-
lation on-site because 
suitable fixing material 
must be used depending 
on the type of brick-
work. In case of doubt 
we ask you to call in a 
specialist.

Wall installation

Are encased in concrete at 
ground level and are for 
holding the poles. Made 
of non-corrosive stainless 
steel. With hinged lid. For 
aluminium masts a 2-part 
ground sleeve with upper 
part is needed. This is fixed 
in place in the lower part 
with a bayonet fitting.

Ground sleeve for 
stainless steel poles   
(illustration on left)

Ground sleeve for alu-
minium pole (2-part)   
(illustration on right, with 
sleeve upper part) 

Ground sleeves

Stainless steel 
with polished 

surface

Aluminium, 
coated white 

RAL 9016 

Aluminium, 
anodised  

silver

Stainless steel with ground surface Aluminium, coated white Aluminium, anodised silver

Snap hooks

Attachment using  
snap hooks

The turnbuckle is inserted directly between sail 
and mast respectively eyebolt/wall holder and 
makes it possible to put up the sail with minimal 
expenditure of energy. Length minimum of 150 
mm, maximum of 220 mm. Ends with welded 
forks and bolt locking mechanism.

Attachment using turnbuckle

Stainless steel 
cable

For bridging larger gaps between sail and 
masts/wall holder. Length as desired, avai-
lable in different endings.

Stainless steel cable

Turnbuckle

Attachment using 
turnbuckle

If a nylon rope is used to put up the sail,  
the rope is attached directly to the sail and  
guided via the rope roll attached to the mast.  
This means the sail can be put up without  
problem and the rope fixed on the rope cleat.

Single roll

Double roll

Rope cleat made of stainless steel

Rope cleat made of white plastic (clamp)

Polyester rope

Single roll

Rope cleat
Polyester rope  
6mm

Double roll

Attachment using rope, rope roll and rope winder

Attachment using 
rope roll

Aluminium,  
slate grey 
RAL 7016

NEW

From now on, tips and  
the aluminium poles are 
available in full range of  
RAL colours at additional 
cost.
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 Simulate the side edges of the sail with  

 a piece of string. Hold or stretch the string 

at desired corners and you can see the desired 

shading effect on the ground exactly. This means 

it is also possible to follow the  

shade development during the entire day. 

 When you have found the desired form for  

 your sail, you should first install all attach-

ment equipment such as masts and hooks. Then 

take the exact sail measurements by connecting 

the attachment points with a  

tape measure. The advantage: unnecessary  

trouble will be avoided if there is a slight devi-

ation when installing a post or hook. 

 If the sail also remains outside during rain,  

 it must have sufficient inclines for water 

drainage. Otherwise water pockets form and 

your sail can tear. We recommend an incline of 

at least 30% ( = 30 cm height difference on 100 

cm stretch). This means with a size of  

300 cm there should be a height difference of 

90 cm. It is also an advantage when the draina-

ge of the rain water is at a corner and  

not by the middle of a side. This is achieved if 

one of the corners is selected as a deepest point 

of the sail. When the water drains across the 

side edge there is a risk of small puddles in front 

of the webbing. We have also shown some very 

flatly set-up sails in this catalogue, but these 

must be removed during rain. 

For more complicated sails you may have to call 

in a sun protection specialist on-site. He will be 

happy to give you advice on all technical ques-

tions and carry out measurements, construction 

and installation work. 

Unfortunately, we can not offer a planning ser-

vice ourselves. We make the sails professionally 

according to your specifications without any 

inspection of static and technical requirements 

of the object in question. Our guarantee applies 

only to manufacture faults of the sail, not to 

the utilizability or power rating in the respective 

object - in particular not to wind damage and 

water drainage.  

It is as simple as this to plan your 
individual sun sail

Colour chart

How to make it  

a perfect fit!
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Colour chart – single pattern

6316 yellow 

Colour chart – block strips

0018 orange 0034 whisky 8207 chestnut 0613 brown 7104 brick 8206 bordeaux

7554 cassis  8238 bleu nuit 6022 marine 7264 dark blue 6720 light blue 8202 mediterane 7558 narval

6687 forest green 0853 olive 8201 fern 7100 cypress 7103 mint 7244 fig 7560 wheat

7133 natural white 0001 white 7131 multicolour 7132 graphite 6196 stone grey 6020 light beige 7552 silver

1012 yellow/white 8031  yellow/white  
with naps

8306 cream/yellow 7567  wheat/white  
with naps

7563  beige/white  
with naps

0525 whiskey/mottled 6143 red/white

0549 green/mottled 0731  green/white 0680 blue/white 0524 blue/mottled 7639 ocean  7516  jeans/mottled  
with naps

8208 light blue/white

3914 dark red 0020 red 8205 papaya 7553 mocha 6689 peach 8200 chauvre 8601 mauve

8204 bleuet 0017 royal blue 7551 aquamarine 7172 steel blue 7297 emerald green 6688 turquoise 0003 green

6318 maize 0681 beige 8600 absinthe 7548 ivory 0806 champagne 6610 vanilla 7632 honey

7972 birch 6319 light birch 8016 grey/mottled 6088 grey 8203 ardoise 6028 black

6027  red/mottled 8307 cream/bordeaux 8209 bordeaux/white 0527 brown/white 8066 cream/forest green 7686 forest green/white 7517  forest green/white 
with naps

7562  grey/white 
with naps

0528 grey/white 7134 black/white
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More shade from CARAVITA
®

[Sun shades]

             [Sun sails]

           [Pavilions]
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